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NEW QUESTION: 1
Alerts are required to track high I/O response times for a
specific storage group. I/O response times greater than 15 ms
require next day analysis. I/O response times greater than 20
ms require immediate intervention.
Which alert settings are required?
A. 1st level - Informational, 15 ms, e-mail2nd level - Warning,
20 ms, Syslog
B. 1st level - Warning, 14 ms, SNMP trap2nd level - Critical,
19 ms, SNMP trap
C. 1st level - Warning, 15 ms, syslog2nd level - Critical, 20
ms, SNMP trap
D. 1st level - Warning, 16 ms, e-mail2nd level - Critical, 21

ms, Syslog
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which field is required when setting up a section in an RFX?
A. Description
B. Name
C. Visible to Participant
D. Prerequisite Value
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which command can be used to verify SecureXL statistics?
A. fw ctl pstat
B. fwaccel top
C. cphaprob stat
D. fwaccel stats
Answer: D
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